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and good morning ladies and gentlemen                                           
welcome to ask the theologian on this                                           
tuesday the 28th day of july glad you're                                        
here as we take your biblical                                                   
theological and worldview questions                                             
and before we get into that let me just                                         
say there's a new special this week at                                          
dispensationalpublishing.com                                                    
and this is always a popular special                                            
when we do                                                                      
the hardback scofield because some of                                           
you have another bible you've used for                                          
years or whatever but you want a                                                
scofield just to keep on the desk or                                            
somewhere                                                                       
and uh hey this is a uh a good deal                                             
we've got                                                                       
the regular print or the big boys and                                           
girls version for those who need the                                            
large print and uh they are                                                     
30 off their regular cover price which                                          
is                                                                              
uh something i don't know how much it is                                        
but                                                                             
it's 30 off uh this week if you uh want                                         
one of those hardback versions                                                  
just again just a great uh resource                                             
if you are like me you like the desktop                                         
version of bibles to use you probably                                           
have your pretty bible                                                          
uh another place but uh we                                                      
are always just glad to do that and uh                                          
that's dispensationalpublishing.com let                                         
me get all                                                                      
in order here and be ready for                                                  
your questions we got a bunch of                                                
questions that came in                                                          
yesterday i am behind                                                           
it was a popular day yesterday so let me                                        
jump right into jerry's question jerry                                          
and georgia                                                                     
we were talking about confession                                                
yesterday and the question i believe it                                         
was from dan                                                                    
that we discussed was what does a                                               
christian need to do                                                            
when he or she sins and the popular                                             
answer of course is                                                             
first john 1 9. what we said is                                                 
he needs to stop sinning jerry has a                                            
good follow-up question i think very                                            
appropriate question                                                            
and that is i understand we don't need                                          
to confess our sins to be forgiven                                              
and reconciled to god but would you                                             
agree that we need to confess                                                   
our sins to others that we sin against                                          



i would agree to this and probably uh                                           
again uh if we were writing a book on it                                        
or doing a sermon on it we would want to                                        
go and                                                                          
provide some biblical support some                                              
biblical grounding for that                                                     
but uh certainly i think                                                        
let's call it common human decency even                                         
if we couldn't find                                                             
a passage from paul that clearly applies                                        
human decency says if i have hurt you                                           
or wronged you i should make amends                                             
and not only i would say should we                                              
confess our sins                                                                
to those whom we have uh                                                        
sinned against and we'll talk about that                                        
here in just a moment but                                                       
if we have cheated them wronged them                                            
harmed them we should do what is                                                
possible to make                                                                
up for that now we're not under the law                                         
at all but that was                                                             
certainly the uh almost the heart                                               
of the torah was if                                                             
you hurt your neighbor's ox you get your                                        
neighbor an ox you've got to                                                    
you've got to make amends for it and                                            
this is                                                                         
uh again i i would just call it common                                          
human decency to do so                                                          
now a couple of things on this confess                                          
those we have sinned against let's make                                         
sure                                                                            
there actually was a sin                                                        
the reason i say this is because we've                                          
seen this in our society lately                                                 
as well and it's always been a problem                                          
that there are those who feel                                                   
wrong who wronged who feel offended                                             
and yet we have not sinned against them                                         
and their feelings                                                              
we don't have to confess for if indeed                                          
we have sinned                                                                  
against that person we cheated them we                                          
hurt them                                                                       
we wronged them i think we need to go                                           
and say                                                                         
i did the wrong thing if there is any                                           
way that we can                                                                 
amend that fix that repair that                                                 
we should do so uh if someone just                                              
feels like we cheated them or hurt them                                         
but in actuality we have not there's                                            
nothing we can do                                                               
unfortunately there's nothing we can do                                         
i think paul we spoke about this a                                              
little bit on on sunday morning when we                                         
were talking about the book of acts                                             
uh in our act session and i talked about                                        
how                                                                             
paul in the uh is it the 24th chapter of                                        
the gospel of acts of the gospel of acts                                        



of the book of acts                                                             
that paul says that he tries to live                                            
with a clean conscience towards god and                                         
towards man                                                                     
and i said in that this doesn't mean                                            
that paul tried not to be offensive                                             
because sometimes he was just honestly                                          
offensive                                                                       
and yet he wanted to be able to do                                              
what he did so that he could look                                               
himself in the mirror and say i did the                                         
right thing                                                                     
they didn't respond to it correctly they                                        
didn't they didn't like what i did                                              
they don't like me because of it but i                                          
did the right thing                                                             
now if that's the case that someone has                                         
taken it wrong i don't think we need to                                         
confess you know                                                                
i'm sorry that you felt bad about what i                                        
did                                                                             
what we need to do is look at what did i                                        
do what did i say                                                               
that i need to apologize for                                                    
now uh again that i won't go into it                                            
because i would get uh                                                          
sidetracked and i got too many questions                                        
but that speaks to our society today                                            
in which uh whole classes of people are                                         
being asked to                                                                  
repent and apologize for something that                                         
honestly                                                                        
they have never done never would do                                             
never considered doing don't                                                    
uh don't don't confess                                                          
for a sin that you haven't done and uh                                          
then let me add one more thing to that                                          
assuming you did something and you                                              
probably did you scoundrel                                                      
jerry assuming you did something                                                
uh only confess                                                                 
to the one that you                                                             
actually harmed not                                                             
the residuals the uh the ripples on the                                         
water so to speak                                                               
so that uh you said something you know                                          
mean                                                                            
to your neighbor and his nephew                                                 
uh has taken up the offense and so now                                          
you're repenting to his nephew                                                  
leave it there you can go forever and                                           
ever and a day and                                                              
i think it's better just to recognize                                           
when i have harmed an individual                                                
i'm going to confess to that individual                                         
let me speak to the flip side of this as                                        
well                                                                            
uh if if somebody said something bad to                                         
your uncle and you're the nephew uh                                             
there is no reason at all                                                       
for you as the nephew to take up the                                            
offense of your uncle                                                           



j if your uncle wants to take it up let                                         
him take it up                                                                  
if your uncle wants to let it be water                                          
under the bridge let it be water under                                          
the bridge                                                                      
i think some of the biggest uh                                                  
difficulty and danger that we                                                   
ever bring ourselves into and heartbreak                                        
and turmoil that we ever bring ourselves                                        
into                                                                            
is when we take up someone else's                                               
offense we're going to be                                                       
offended on their behalf i suppose the                                          
only                                                                            
uh exception to that is for                                                     
children for the orphaned for the widows                                        
perhaps for the                                                                 
weakest of society that for whatever                                            
reason cannot                                                                   
take their own offense up uh in which                                           
case we can step in                                                             
as their defense uh and uh carry that                                           
out so i packed a lot into there                                                
i do agree though with the basic sense                                          
of your question                                                                
and that is hey if we have sinned                                               
literally sinned against an individual                                          
or a small group of people                                                      
let's go and confess that i think a                                             
harmful thing                                                                   
has come about typically with good                                              
motive                                                                          
when organizations would come into a                                            
church or maybe a preacher would come                                           
into the church but often                                                       
it's organizations that come in from the                                        
outside and they say hey                                                        
if my people would humble themselves and                                        
pray and seek my face and turn from                                             
their wicked ways                                                               
and they begin to use scriptures that                                           
don't apply and then they get into                                              
what we need to do is confess our sins                                          
and they give this uh                                                           
you know great presentation about how                                           
confession of our sins                                                          
has always led to revival in the past                                           
and we know the revival recipe the                                              
recipe that god uses                                                            
is that if you'll weep and cry a little                                         
bit you'll confess sins and you'll do                                           
this and that and the other and you'll                                          
spend a lot of time in church                                                   
then revival is going to come we have                                           
got the recipe and so we put in all the                                         
ingredients and part of that is                                                 
confession of sins and we turn the oven                                         
to 350 degrees and we're ready for                                              
to bake this cake of rest of of revival                                         
now i think it's a very poor view of                                            
revival it's a it's a view                                                      
of revival that uh uh basically we kind                                         



of cook it up                                                                   
but in those scenarios often there has                                          
been those cases in which                                                       
people are encouraged to confess                                                
publicly                                                                        
sins that they have committed i think                                           
that                                                                            
is totally uncalled for in the scripture                                        
and i think it's very harmful                                                   
to the church to the local church to                                            
the family many times to                                                        
unintended victims uh and i've just seen                                        
way too much blood on the floor that has                                        
come from those kind of things and i                                            
don't encourage it at all                                                       
when you individually sin against                                               
another                                                                         
individual you go to that individual                                            
in private make it right they receive it                                        
they don't receive it they announce it                                          
to the whole world they don't announce                                          
it whatever it is                                                               
you go make it right to that individual                                         
or do what you can                                                              
to make it right with that individual                                           
thank you                                                                       
jerry for your good question again                                              
yesterday i'm catching up here                                                  
uh gary yesterday had a question on                                             
ephesians chapter 2 verse 12                                                    
through 16 and                                                                  
uh he asked is this talking about us                                            
being reconciled with jewish believers                                          
or                                                                              
us being reconciled to god ephesians                                            
chapter 2 verses 12 through 16                                                  
up in the upper right hand corner of                                            
your screen is the king james                                                   
that at this time ye i'm going to take                                          
ye as the gentiles                                                              
were without christ being aliens from                                           
the commonwealth of israel                                                      
okay uh gentiles                                                                
were aliens from israel strangers from                                          
the covenants of promise that were given                                        
to israel                                                                       
having no hope and without god in the                                           
world                                                                           
that one verse all by itself                                                    
could fix so much bad theology right                                            
there                                                                           
because again even the                                                          
dispensationalists are saying                                                   
well salvation's always been the same                                           
salvation has never changed it's always                                         
been the same from day one                                                      
everybody just came by grace through                                            
faith except the scripture says that the                                        
gentiles were                                                                   
with out or having no hope                                                      
and without god you know why they were                                          
having no hope and without god                                                  



because they were aliens                                                        
from the commonwealth of israel and                                             
strangers                                                                       
from the covenants of promise so                                                
wrote out anybody who was this kind of                                          
stranger an alien stranger to the                                               
covenants and aliens                                                            
to or aliens to the commonwealth and                                            
strangers to the covenants                                                      
so going on but now so                                                          
at that time but now then                                                       
now in christ jesus now                                                         
you and i are in christ in the past we                                          
could not                                                                       
be in christ we were not allowed to be                                          
in christ but might i say that in the                                           
past the jewish people were not                                                 
in christ no one was in christ until                                            
after his death burial resurrection and                                         
ascension                                                                       
and offering of an individual                                                   
salvation that he provides for us to be                                         
in christ so                                                                    
now this is true i think of both groups                                         
but now in christ he specifically                                               
let me uh clarify what i said                                                   
it is uh this part right here now                                               
in christ jesus is something that                                               
was not true of those                                                           
uh of the old testament days maybe you                                          
could argue with me on this                                                     
uh legitimately because uh                                                      
junius and andronicus who were in christ                                        
before me                                                                       
and yet that was still after the death                                          
burial and resurrection of jesus christ                                         
so in the old testament people were not                                         
in christ uh                                                                    
and but he's specifically talking about                                         
gentiles who are now                                                            
in christ now in christ                                                         
ye who are sometimes were far                                                   
off are made nigh by the blood of jesus                                         
christ                                                                          
now far off and made nigh                                                       
to what well                                                                    
the thing that we were far away from                                            
it's it's a little difficult to                                                 
tell uh we were aliens of the                                                   
commonwealth                                                                    
far off from the commonwealth uh                                                
far away from the stranger or from the                                          
covenants of promise because we were                                            
uh strangers xenos is the word we get                                           
like xenophobia uh so it's uh really                                            
kind of a foreigner word uh                                                     
as well uh uh so                                                                
we were we were outside of the                                                  
boundaries of the commonwealth we were                                          
uh foreigners to the covenants                                                  
and we were far off our mount now made                                          
nigh to the commonwealth to the                                                 



strangers                                                                       
but also without god                                                            
now made nigh without god so the                                                
question is                                                                     
is this reconciliation that's being                                             
taken place                                                                     
is it that the gentiles were once far                                           
off                                                                             
from the covenant from the commonwealth                                         
of israel and now they're made nigh                                             
or they were far off from from the                                              
gentiles were far off from god                                                  
and now are made nigh or is it both                                             
let's keep reading to see if we can find                                        
out                                                                             
an answer there for he uh                                                       
christ is our peace who                                                         
hath made both one now                                                          
almost certainly here this both                                                 
is the uh the the commonwealth of israel                                        
and the gentiles who are who are far off                                        
so                                                                              
that leans away from                                                            
those who are far off are now made nigh                                         
to god                                                                          
because made both to be one looks like                                          
he's talking about                                                              
the commonwealth of israel and                                                  
those who are far off the gentiles and                                          
he has made both                                                                
to be one so so far                                                             
i think we're leaning towards a                                                 
reconciliation with jewish believers                                            
the jewish believers now the gentile                                            
believers                                                                       
being made into one let's go on                                                 
into uh uh continuing in verse 14 for he                                        
is our peace who hath made both one                                             
and hath broken down the middle wall of                                         
partition                                                                       
between us again uh between us is                                               
inserted but i think properly so he's                                           
broken down the middle wall                                                     
of partition so here's a wall                                                   
and on one side you've got                                                      
the common wealth of israel on the other                                        
side you've got those who are far off                                           
the gentiles                                                                    
they couldn't come near but now he has                                          
broken down that middle wall of                                                 
partition and has                                                               
made the two to be one how did he do                                            
this verse 15                                                                   
having abolished in his flesh                                                   
this is christ the work that he's done                                          
on the cross having abolished in his                                            
flesh                                                                           
the enmity even the law                                                         
of commandments contained in                                                    
ordinances for to make in himself                                               
of twain one new                                                                
man so making                                                                   



peace now earlier up until this part                                            
it looked like the jew                                                          
the gentile i should say the believing                                          
jew                                                                             
the now-believing gentile                                                       
the jews in christ the gentile is                                               
now in christ some of the jews even like                                        
andronicus and junior were in christ                                            
before me paul says they came                                                   
into christ in a different manner but                                           
they were in christ before me                                                   
the jew in christ and the gentile in                                            
christ who came under the manner of paul                                        
it looked like they were                                                        
separated until god removed the wall                                            
and the two were made one reconciled                                            
to each other now there's a little bit                                          
of a problem                                                                    
right there in our own mind in that what                                        
do you mean reconciled to each other                                            
because uh they were never on an equal                                          
playing field                                                                   
and reconciled kind of gives the idea of                                        
at least                                                                        
at one time there was a there was a                                             
level playing                                                                   
field here oh there's never that from                                           
the from the beginning of the                                                   
uh creation of the nation of israel they                                        
were the                                                                        
elect set apart a peculiar people                                               
nobody was on the same level as them so                                         
we begin to think hey                                                           
maybe there's some problems here now                                            
verse 15 he abolished in his flesh                                              
the enmity the law of commandments                                              
contained in ordinances for to make                                             
in himself of twain one new man                                                 
so making peace so the question again                                           
is is this passage about us being                                               
reconciled to jewish believers or us                                            
being reconciled to god                                                         
i'm going to add a third option here as                                         
we question the assumptions on the                                              
question                                                                        
it is not about                                                                 
us being reconciled to the jewish                                               
believers                                                                       
it is not about the jewish believers                                            
being reconciled to us                                                          
it's not really even about the jewish                                           
believers and the gentile believers                                             
being reconciled                                                                
into one another rather                                                         
it is about jews                                                                
being made to have peace in god and i                                           
don't know how to                                                               
how to picture this jews are now                                                
in christ gentiles are now in christ                                            
and together we are one new body                                                
so ultimately then                                                              
it is reconciled to god                                                         



because now he has made                                                         
in himself of twain                                                             
one new man so making peace                                                     
so he brought together                                                          
a reconciliation in himself he did this                                         
both with jews and gentiles                                                     
and that he might reconcile both unto                                           
god there's the uh                                                              
the the key phrase i think into one body                                        
by the cross having slain the enmity                                            
thereby                                                                         
uh so he reconciled the jew into god                                            
uh and uh                                                                       
he has reconciled us looking for a word                                         
here to see                                                                     
um if we've got                                                                 
yeah i don't have uh i don't have the                                           
word the jew there but he reconciled                                            
israel into god                                                                 
he reconciled the gentiles into god                                             
making them                                                                     
of twain one new body                                                           
the body of christ one new creature                                             
the uh the body of christ the church                                            
and he has brought the two to make this                                         
one                                                                             
thing uh and                                                                    
uh and in doing so reconciled                                                   
both unto god so                                                                
i think ultimately though there's some                                          
truth in being reconciled to one another                                        
but                                                                             
not not much because                                                            
truth is that i as a gentile i'm still                                          
not part of the commonwealth of israel                                          
i as a gentile i'm still not part of the                                        
covenants of israel                                                             
there's still this separation that is                                           
going on so                                                                     
reconciled unto god thank you for that                                          
uh and uh let's see                                                             
bev up in saint croix county wisconsin                                          
has a question about                                                            
deuteronomy chapter 20 verses 16 and 17                                         
but of the cities of these people which                                         
the lord thy god doth give thee for an                                          
inheritance thou shalt save alive                                               
nothing that breatheth                                                          
but thou shalt utterly destroy them                                             
namely the hittites the amorites                                                
canaanite perizzites hivites jebusites                                          
as the                                                                          
lord thy god hath commanded thee                                                
um i think that                                                                 
uh what we've got here uh                                                       
these these groups of people here were                                          
the inhabitants of the land                                                     
the hittites the amorites the canaanites                                        
the perizzites the hivites the jebusites                                        
and god wanted them utterly destroyed                                           
they didn't utterly destroy them                                                
and that is they let many of them live                                          



as a matter of fact the jebusites                                               
uh remember aruna the jebusite                                                  
the land upon which david uh desired to                                         
build the temple and dedicated                                                  
to the lord the threshing floor of aruna                                        
the jebusite uh                                                                 
jerusalem being a jebusite city prior to                                        
the time that                                                                   
david and david's men took over and made                                        
it the                                                                          
capital city so i think                                                         
that what the lord                                                              
wanted is all of these groups to                                                
be eradicated if you will                                                       
and the reason is not just because                                              
they were in his place that they were in                                        
the way                                                                         
but the reason is because                                                       
uh i think uh                                                                   
let's see uh i was looking down here                                            
i'll get to that in a moment the reason                                         
the reason is you ever have a two-track                                         
mind it'll get you in trouble every time                                        
the reason he wanted to wipe it out i                                           
think goes                                                                      
back really to genesis chapter six                                              
that within those peoples again of the                                          
hifi                                                                            
hivites excuse me hittites amorites                                             
canaanites perizzites hivites jebusites                                         
he wanted them utterly wiped out utterly                                        
destroyed                                                                       
because there was a taint of nephilim                                           
within them                                                                     
and that needed to be totally removed                                           
from this world                                                                 
that was a clear and present danger to                                          
the plan of god                                                                 
not just the plan of god to fulfill                                             
the delivery of the land to the children                                        
of israel                                                                       
uh the descendants of abraham but                                               
to the genesis 3 15 plan and so he said                                         
every one of them must go of course they                                        
were not obedient that caused them                                              
many many many many many problems                                               
now of the canaanites specifically let's                                        
i just pulled up                                                                
the canaanite and the strongs here                                              
again strong's is mildly valuable                                               
in this regard in looking at definitions                                        
it usually leads you on the right track                                         
and so                                                                          
uh there's there's further resources                                            
that would go into a deeper study but                                           
strong's on the left side of your screen                                        
canaanite 67 times uh sometimes as                                              
twice as a merchant canaan wants a                                              
descendant of an inhabitant                                                     
of canaan okay the descendant of                                                
kanan a merchant trader uh                                                      
let's uh go back let's actually bring                                           



the uh english word                                                             
canaanite and let's look that up in the                                         
bible                                                                           
uh first time we see it is genesis                                              
chapter                                                                         
10 verse 18 the arvadite                                                        
the zimmerite the hamathite                                                     
afterwards where the families of the                                            
canaanites spread                                                               
abroad and the border of the canaanites                                         
with sidon                                                                      
uh gerar go down now                                                            
look at uh just uh                                                              
kanan here and                                                                  
there we go there's there's so much of                                          
our answer the sons of                                                          
noah that went forth of the ark were                                            
shem ham and japheth and ham                                                    
is the father of canaan now remember                                            
that                                                                            
canaan received the curse                                                       
i suspect and obviously we won't have                                           
time to do this right here                                                      
i suspect that                                                                  
through canaan you could find all those                                         
other ites uh and                                                               
therefore all those other perizzites and                                        
hippits and everything else                                                     
uh are related to canaan in the end                                             
they're all canaanites if you will                                              
uh and obviously they've got a little                                           
bit closer                                                                      
uh closer word closer terminology uh you                                        
know i understand especially our                                                
central and south american friends don't                                        
like it                                                                         
when uh when we from the united states                                          
call ourselves americans                                                        
uh they'll say well i'm an american too                                         
and the truth is yeah that's                                                    
that's right it's north america it's                                            
south america and we're american                                                
you know someone told me the other day i                                        
don't know if this is true some of you                                          
europeans can tell me that um                                                   
uh the rest of the world                                                        
does not uh divide the continent of the                                         
americas                                                                        
into two continents uh they have it as                                          
one continent just the americas                                                 
i don't know if that's true or not or                                           
someone was pulling my leg                                                      
i had to research that any europeans                                            
with us today                                                                   
but yeah okay we're all americans all of                                        
us in the                                                                       
in the western hemisphere i guess you'd                                         
call it uh uh north and south america                                           
we're all americans                                                             
uh but in americans you'd call us ask                                           
you know canadians united states ians uh                                        
mexicans uh                                                                     



hondurans brazilians on and on it goes                                          
uh so i think it goes really back                                               
there to genesis 9 18 ham is the father                                         
of canaan                                                                       
cursed be canaan i've said a number of                                          
times                                                                           
over the years i think that                                                     
kanan i cannot prove this totally but i                                         
could sure give                                                                 
a case that gives circumstantial                                                
evidence                                                                        
mrs hamm um                                                                     
was with child you you can find that                                            
some of those conspiracy theories have a                                        
reason                                                                          
for being a conspiracy theory                                                   
uh keith good to see you the question                                           
boy that's a job when trying to find a                                          
church                                                                          
is asking the pastor what they believe                                          
about acts chapter 2 a good question                                            
that way you don't waste your time going                                        
if you can                                                                      
narrow that question i need to think of                                         
a way to narrow that question in a way                                          
that for sure is going to get there but                                         
for the most part                                                               
you can say what is your position                                               
on uh the start of the church                                                   
uh in the book of acts and                                                      
they'll probably say well the church                                            
started the day of pentecost in acts two                                        
that's if they're uh                                                            
uh you know one of these evangelical                                            
churches or dispensational churches for                                         
the most part a church started in acts                                          
2.                                                                              
and that's probably going to tell you                                           
pretty quickly i am a big believer                                              
in what i call tattletail questions and                                         
that is                                                                         
you can ask that question in order to                                           
just                                                                            
you know cut to the chase and get down                                          
there                                                                           
uh probably what i would do uh                                                  
is to say uh                                                                    
where do you believe in the scripture                                           
where do you believe the church started                                         
leave it a little open-ended there in                                           
the scripture where in fact                                                     
maybe i would tweak that a little bit                                           
more in the scripture where do you                                              
believe the age of grace started                                                
almost what i want is a                                                         
question that shows me whether or not                                           
they at least have some                                                         
uh intellectual acumen to                                                       
know that there is an argument out there                                        
i i would have failed this test a number                                        
of years ago by the way                                                         
and because had you asked me                                                    



did the church start in acts 2 or acts 9                                        
or acts 13 or acts                                                              
28 plus uh i wouldn't even have known                                           
that anybody had any other                                                      
other argument because and i had a                                              
doctorate                                                                       
from a big box seminary probably wants a                                        
cracker                                                                         
they don't teach the bible do they see                                          
pastor drew on here pastor drew is going                                        
to be uh                                                                        
one of our speakers along with pastor                                           
roger uh                                                                        
at the taos prophecy conference and both                                        
of them because i've asked them to do                                           
that they're going to give an analysis                                          
of the ages but both of them                                                    
i've i've asked them to give their                                              
testimony                                                                       
of going from kind of standard                                                  
evangelicalism                                                                  
uh pastor drew perhaps a little more of                                         
standard fundamentalism                                                         
to rightly dividing what's the journey                                          
how did you get there uh and i think                                            
probably                                                                        
the three of us together we would have                                          
failed this test at one point                                                   
uh now for me i won't speak for them                                            
because they're probably                                                        
better read than i was but for me i                                             
didn't even know there was anything out                                         
there                                                                           
so i would have said yeah yeah it                                               
started in acts 2.                                                              
uh now what i would want to ask is do                                           
you when do you believe the age of grace                                        
started                                                                         
i'm going to hear them say acts 2. then                                         
i would probably again                                                          
give an open mind an open-ended                                                 
secondary follow-up question something                                          
like what do you think about the other                                          
positions                                                                       
what i'm trying to see is have they ever                                        
even                                                                            
grappled with it now if i can see                                               
they've never grappled with it                                                  
then i want to try to discern are they                                          
teachable                                                                       
could i sit down with them get                                                  
a uh you know open up a bible                                                   
say hey let's think about this for a                                            
moment                                                                          
are they that kind of person a teachable                                        
person now if they're                                                           
you know old fogey like me then                                                 
uh chances are slam i say that you know                                         
i mean i changed when i was an old fogan                                        
pastor roger did too                                                            
pastor drew is still just a youngster                                           
uh but uh is there a teachable spirit                                           



that's what i want to know                                                      
uh if if i find that they're just going                                         
to give me the cookie-cutter answer                                             
then you know let me be blunt                                                   
i can read a commentary i can read the                                          
same commentaries you're                                                        
reading i mean there's just not really                                          
this great                                                                      
uh magic separation between the clergy                                          
and the laity where                                                             
i can't you know read the same brochure                                         
you read uh                                                                     
so yeah don't waste your time going and                                         
you                                                                             
and you cut to the chase there quick i                                          
unfortunately                                                                   
i think most evangelical churches when                                          
you say                                                                         
when do you think the age of grace began                                        
you're either going to get you know well                                        
god's always been a god of                                                      
grace and boy we just love god and                                              
love others and can you golf on                                                 
and you're going to see real quick                                              
they're not                                                                     
interested in a theological discussion                                          
uh                                                                              
but maybe you'll hear someone say well                                          
it's                                                                            
it started in acts 2. well what do you                                          
think of the other positions                                                    
well you know i've been grappling with                                          
that a little bit because i                                                     
uh you know heard this guy from les                                             
feldick or                                                                      
you know i i've read uh cr stam or                                              
there's a ball-headed guy that                                                  
you know has questions the assumptions                                          
and it's kind of intriguing some you                                            
know some of them might have some value                                         
i don't know i need to get into that                                            
whoa bingo stop go to church there                                              
and buy his lunch every day and try to                                          
befriend him                                                                    
and uh take him and and do that                                                 
or maybe they say uh you know what do                                           
you think about the other                                                       
uh the other positions so you know                                              
i i couldn't even tell you what they are                                        
but if you've got a book on it i'd love                                         
to read it                                                                      
stick around there do you have someone                                          
teachable now this is strange                                                   
but uh layman let me tell you you need                                          
to educate your pastors                                                         
the pastors have been uh                                                        
what's the word i'm looking for uh                                              
indoctrinated                                                                   
they've been indoctrinated by their                                             
colleges and seminaries                                                         
and the denominational brochure they                                            
they they don't even know how to engage                                         



but if you find one that will engage                                            
the bible will teach him the bible will                                         
lead him to a                                                                   
to a different place so look for that                                           
teachability                                                                    
if you find there's no teachability                                             
there                                                                           
save your breath um                                                             
my opinion anyway maybe someone's got a                                         
different uh                                                                    
experience through uh through that uh                                           
appreciate that uh okay                                                         
uh let's uh                                                                     
see here um                                                                     
the um ah doyle going back                                                      
uh i love everything doyle says uh you                                          
all need to follow doyle davis on                                               
facebook uh this is a comment he has on                                         
facebook that                                                                   
goes back a little bit earlier says i                                           
think an exception                                                              
might be asking forgiveness for our                                             
contribution to a group sin                                                     
for example when the sbc apologized for                                         
the convention's past                                                           
racism what do you think uh                                                     
didn't one of the prophets uh apologize                                         
uh in his part in israel's national sin                                         
now i do think that                                                             
uh i'm gonna i'm gonna play this on both                                        
sides of the coin here if you'll allow                                          
me to                                                                           
just a little bit uh                                                            
so the sbc let's take the southern                                              
baptist convention                                                              
i think there's value in recognizing                                            
the where the the the roots and the                                             
source                                                                          
of uh what an organization is today                                             
so for the southern baptist convention                                          
to recognize that it                                                            
did have a slave holding past                                                   
and that it                                                                     
it utterly uh rejects that today                                                
and that that that is uh repulsive to it                                        
today                                                                           
i think that's fine i think that's fine                                         
for a nation by the way                                                         
uh and for a nation like ours and i                                             
uh i i kind of think and correct me if                                          
i'm wrong but i kind of think that uh                                           
our nation sort of had dealt with this                                          
but for a nation of ours to say we                                              
you know of all nations in the world why                                        
why us we had this despicable thing in                                          
our past                                                                        
really from the founding fathers again i                                        
mentioned                                                                       
i've been reading thomas jefferson's                                            
autobiography and in it he writes about                                         
the struggle of slavery and even                                                
uh portions of uh renouncing slavery                                            



that                                                                            
they wanted in the declaration of                                               
independence and they finally decided                                           
they had to set that aside because they                                         
couldn't win that battle and                                                    
uh they they decided to take one thing                                          
at a time and got uh                                                            
independence but they birthed a nation                                          
that had slaves literally                                                       
uh they birthed a nation that                                                   
uh that was in civil war                                                        
the war had already started you know it                                         
takes a long time before the gun shoot                                          
but the war had already started                                                 
putting those things out there and                                              
recognizing those things i think is a                                           
very                                                                            
uh very good and healthy thing now the                                          
problem like with the southern baptist                                          
convention                                                                      
is uh in not only                                                               
recognizing and repudiating                                                     
some of the beliefs of the founders of                                          
their their past                                                                
uh but doing it uh                                                              
every five or six years and never moving                                        
on from that                                                                    
uh and then                                                                     
making it as if you know i'm the                                                
i'm the slave holder i'm the one with                                           
these horrible ideas                                                            
uh i think that we ought to be able to                                          
say let's just put this on an individual                                        
level                                                                           
uh ought to be able to say you know me                                          
you whoever it is                                                               
in the past i had this horrible sin                                             
this horrible viewpoint this horrible                                           
whatever it is                                                                  
i have repudiated that i have set that                                          
aside                                                                           
i have walked away from that i stopped                                          
doing that                                                                      
that's not me anymore now don't get up                                          
and live that every day i i think this                                          
is one of the problems i have with the                                          
12                                                                              
12 steps programs is that you know they                                         
they come and uh introduce themselves                                           
again i'm no expert on this but at some                                         
point it's time to move away from that                                          
and to say i'm bubba i used to be a                                             
drunk                                                                           
but i'm not a drunk anymore because i                                           
quit drinking                                                                   
and i don't do that anymore and now i'm                                         
a healthy                                                                       
you know dad working man whatever it is                                         
uh and uh                                                                       
need to uh recognize who we were                                                
and yet move away from that and                                                 
i think this is uh the way                                                      



uh that i would uh carry all that                                               
through thank you i appreciate                                                  
that and uh now                                                                 
let's uh try uh                                                                 
let's see um um                                                                 
maybe this is kim i'm not sure uh                                               
said uh first timothy chapter 3                                                 
gives the qualities of deacons something                                        
that has always been overlooked in my                                           
opinion is                                                                      
holding to the mystery of the faith in a                                        
pure                                                                            
conscience let's look at this before we                                         
go on                                                                           
likewise must the deacons be grave not                                          
double                                                                          
tongued not given to much wine not                                              
greedy of filthy                                                                
lucr or filthy liquor either                                                    
holding the mystery of the faith                                                
in a pure conscience ah                                                         
good word here she says something that                                          
has always been                                                                 
overlooked in my opinion                                                        
is holding to the mystery of faith in a                                         
pure conscience                                                                 
is this the mystery that was given to                                           
paul my husband is a deacon                                                     
and we've been through several deacon                                           
ordinations baptists do these things                                            
you're right not once                                                           
was holding to the mystery of the faith                                         
with a pure conscience                                                          
ever discussed or even mentioned                                                
either this sentence is uh uh is uh                                             
given uh quickly or neglected or                                                
misunderstood now you bring up a great                                          
point that i never have uh                                                      
really uh put together of course i i                                            
read the denominational brochure as well                                        
about how you order beacons and you put                                         
them through the deacon training                                                
and i suppose you could go back through                                         
the the deacon training                                                         
and you would find they skipped verse                                           
nine or they very quickly                                                       
go over it holding to the mystery of the                                        
faith                                                                           
in a pure conscience now uh                                                     
paul again writing to timothy uh                                                
and holding to the mystery of the faith                                         
i'm not personally sure                                                         
what other mystery he could be talking                                          
about                                                                           
the prophetic plan of course was never                                          
a mystery uh                                                                    
the only mystery of faith                                                       
uh was holding to i'm looking at the                                            
greek here the mystery                                                          
that of faith the the mystery which is                                          
of faith                                                                        
really is what it uh says uh in a pure                                          



conscience                                                                      
i think that's got to be the pauline                                            
mystery                                                                         
which i think you just bring up an                                              
excellent excellent point                                                       
and that is what a failure                                                      
the church has had in                                                           
not coming to a knowledge of the mystery                                        
and expecting its deacons as                                                    
a qualification of being a deacon of                                            
holding to the mystery of the faith in a                                        
pure conscience                                                                 
so um yeah i i think you're on to                                               
something that                                                                  
i hadn't uh really considered but uh                                            
that needs to be brought in i i will                                            
look i've got a couple i've got a big                                           
old                                                                             
cabinet over here of old books and i've                                         
deacon you know i wouldn't call them                                            
deacon training manuals but uh basically                                        
old books from the uh 40s and earlier                                           
pretty much uh                                                                  
that uh talk about uh the ministry and                                          
the role of a deacon                                                            
let me go back through those and see if                                         
there's anything in that                                                        
that any of those bring up or if it's                                           
just always                                                                     
uh done that you know unfortunately                                             
uh most baptist deacons don't even know                                         
what the mystery of the faith is                                                
let alone hold it with a pure conscience                                        
uh couldn't uh                                                                  
couldn't describe that uh well at                                               
that charles up in tulsa in my old                                              
baptist training oh                                                             
yeah you are showing your age a baptist                                         
training union                                                                  
uh started out as the bypu the baptist                                          
young people's union and then it became                                         
the training union and then it became                                           
church training and then it became                                              
discipleship training and then it became                                        
extinct                                                                         
in my old baptist training we were                                              
taught that                                                                     
god the holy spirit had a fixed number                                          
of calls for                                                                    
salvation and if we didn't accept god's                                         
free gift during one of those calls time                                        
after time he's waiting before and now                                          
he's waiting again                                                              
to see if you're willing to open the                                            
door excuse me                                                                  
got into my baptist invitation                                                  
ever hadn't bowed and every eye closed                                          
um                                                                              
back to charles's question comment here                                         
a fixed number of calls for salvation if                                        
we didn't accept god's free gift during                                         
one of these calls we could not be saved                                        



also most southern baptist preachers                                            
didn't buy or believe in death bed                                              
conversions                                                                     
however they never included the thief on                                        
the cross that jesus said he would be                                           
with him today in paradise                                                      
what does the bible say in romans                                               
through philemons                                                               
bring my bring my two points to branson                                         
uh thanks uh                                                                    
um you do get the two points i'll catch                                         
them up with you in branson god bless                                           
you                                                                             
for rightly divided teaching thank you                                          
charles                                                                         
uh yeah this idea that                                                          
either either we verbalized or                                                  
or we in in part uh                                                             
uh implied that                                                                 
he's not going to wait forever as i uh                                          
mentioned you know sunday                                                       
with felix it was felix not festus right                                        
uh felix uh almost thou persuades me to                                         
be a christian                                                                  
seems now some soul to say go spirit go                                         
thy way on thee                                                                 
some more convenient day i'll call                                              
see baptist preacher got that line down                                         
that line of that old hymn                                                      
because he used it for so many years uh                                         
and then you know that's always followed                                        
up then by                                                                      
today may be the last opportunity you                                           
have and then there's a truth to that                                           
but if we didn't verbalize it we did we                                         
we perhaps                                                                      
implied it that you are coming to the                                           
end of the opportunities that god is                                            
going to give you                                                               
eventually god will just turn from you                                          
god will let you go                                                             
on your own my spirit will not always                                           
strive with man i mean we quoted                                                
scripture                                                                       
totally out of context but                                                      
there we we put it there                                                        
and i carried that out and yet skipped                                          
so much                                                                         
so the bible romans through philemon's                                          
when it when we rightly divide and then                                         
we come to that uh era                                                          
area in which the teaching is                                                   
on um                                                                           
the uh let's say an evangelistic                                                
opportunity                                                                     
i think that what we would find                                                 
is that romans through philemon is it                                           
teaches that                                                                    
uh if you can still breathe hear and                                            
think                                                                           
then you can in fact don't even have to                                         
hear if you can                                                                 



read if you can still receive the gospel                                        
and comprehend it then you                                                      
can receive jesus christ                                                        
and it's not that you know the lord's                                           
only going to give you                                                          
seven opportunities and after seven you                                         
are damned to hell                                                              
uh nothing in the scripture that implies                                        
that you have to totally                                                        
twist scripture to imply that and i                                             
think that                                                                      
even baptist preachers probably would                                           
say no the scripture doesn't actually                                           
say that but they use it nonetheless                                            
because there's such an emphasis on                                             
getting people to walk the aisle and                                            
then getting people to be baptized                                              
so that you can report to the                                                   
denomination how many baptisms you've                                           
had                                                                             
so that you can get a                                                           
better job than the one you've got i                                            
know how all this works                                                         
uh let's go to michael good to see you                                          
again uh north and south carolina                                               
uh uh let's see second uh                                                       
timothy uh chapter four                                                         
verse 8 paul says there's a crown to all                                        
those who love the appearing of the lord                                        
does he mean the rapture                                                        
or the second coming henceforth there's                                         
a crown laid up for me                                                          
there is laid up for me a crown of                                              
righteousness with the lord                                                     
the righteous judge shall give me on                                            
that day                                                                        
not only to me also but to all them that                                        
love his appearing now                                                          
uh i                                                                            
this is almost always my disclaimer when                                        
i get into the timothy's                                                        
uh that i have not done a verse by verse                                        
bible study it's                                                                
very high on the list it's coming up                                            
there uh                                                                        
but i've not done a verse by verse bible                                        
study of first and second timothy                                               
i think there's a lot of jewish                                                 
teaching and jewish nature in                                                   
chart there we go i don't have it uh                                            
fully up on                                                                     
screen there but uh there down at the                                           
bottom how                                                                      
how's that maybe i can bring that up a                                          
little bit um                                                                   
in the first and second timothy                                                 
there's a lot of this national gospel to                                        
israel that's there                                                             
that certainly is getting over here                                             
in which we're kind of expecting it to                                          
be down here in the individual                                                  
grace gospel but there's some of this                                           



that's in first timothy timothy of                                              
course was a jew                                                                
and uh with that then i think                                                   
that this particular passage of                                                 
scripture to those who love his                                                 
appearing                                                                       
from what i can see there are two clues                                         
just in this verse and then more in the                                         
context but i'm not going to go into it                                         
unfortunately uh right now because i                                            
have an appointment at 11.                                                      
uh but uh in this context                                                       
uh the there there are two clues that                                           
this is the second                                                              
coming uh one is                                                                
this phrase right here that                                                     
day uh that day that                                                            
day of the judgment now he could be                                             
talking about                                                                   
when we stand before christ on the day                                          
of christ and we stand before him                                               
uh in the rapture but typically                                                 
i think if you let scripture interpret                                          
scripture when there's just a reference                                         
to                                                                              
that day that day is                                                            
really the day of the lord after the                                            
tribulation when he comes                                                       
in judgment so that                                                             
does not prove the case but it tells me                                         
i'm going to suspect                                                            
or hypothesize that here we are                                                 
referring to                                                                    
uh the things of the lord excuse me the                                         
things of the                                                                   
day of the lord the the judgment uh the                                         
second coming                                                                   
and then to them who love his                                                   
appearing once again the rapture                                                
i don't think is referred to as an                                              
appearing                                                                       
when the son of man will appear from the                                        
east to the west                                                                
everyone is going to see him the word                                           
infina it come comes from                                                       
uh that uh uh uh fano                                                           
were if i know excuse me i need my                                              
glasses on                                                                      
final word fino is very much a                                                  
visibility word                                                                 
so on for them that love                                                        
his visible appearing i think it's                                              
talking about the second coming                                                 
uh therefore i think that he's talking                                          
about                                                                           
uh the this this whole thing of                                                 
the crown of righteousness uh                                                   
is a a                                                                          
jewish matter if you will for the                                               
national gospel of                                                              
israel rather than the individual gospel                                        
of grace                                                                        



maybe we can even say all of those                                              
crowns go over here                                                             
uh in the various crowns that are spoken                                        
of                                                                              
let's take that as a hypothesis and uh                                          
put that uh put that together                                                   
in future study and see                                                         
uh how that goes uh                                                             
there and uh carry that                                                         
all out okay i hate to cheat you a few                                          
minutes today but                                                               
uh i do have an 11 a.m appointment that                                         
i                                                                               
had to squeeze in today at uh this time                                         
and so i'm going to have to                                                     
dismiss i've still got more questions i                                         
think                                                                           
i think i caught up with yesterday's                                            
questions i'm on today's questions                                              
except those uh that came in uh by email                                        
you're still hanging out there                                                  
uh sorry about that uh and uh                                                   
we do have out there                                                            
uh at uh dispensational publishing                                              
uh our special of the week is right here                                        
the schofield bible                                                             
hardback version only we've got on sale                                         
there it is the uh                                                              
1749 for the regular print 34.99                                                
for uh the large print so that's                                                
right here 17.49                                                                
or 34.99                                                                        
and um that it is if                                                            
many like i carry uh schofield bible                                            
that's the one i use in the pulpit of                                           
course                                                                          
but uh some of you don't                                                        
some of you have something else whatever                                        
it is uh or you like                                                            
just a desktop version some of you don't                                        
mind carrying a hardback                                                        
to church uh but                                                                
this is it's it's a good study aid                                              
lots of especially the reference system                                         
in it maybe i'll talk more tomorrow i'm                                         
running                                                                         
you all just inundating me with                                                 
questions this week i like that uh keep                                         
it up                                                                           
uh but uh maybe we'll talk about the                                            
reference system in the center column                                           
absolutely fabulous if you have one if                                          
you get a                                                                       
scofield bible if you don't have a                                              
scofield bible or you have a scofield                                           
bible and you don't use the center                                              
column reference                                                                
use start there if you don't do anything                                        
else                                                                            
use that little center column right                                             
there                                                                           
and check those references and learn how                                        



to start at the beginning of that                                               
reference system and follow the way                                             
through                                                                         
uh if you're a sunday school teacher by                                         
the way or sometimes you're                                                     
teaching your sunday school teacher uh                                          
bugs out on you and you have to fill in                                         
at the last minute or the preacher calls                                        
you sunday morning says i'm sick                                                
preach the center reference column                                              
if you know how to use it you can preach                                        
right now literally all you got to know                                         
how                                                                             
to do is uh to do that so i think it's a                                        
great uh                                                                        
uh great issue uh there delight to be                                           
with you today again sorry we're a                                              
little bit uh                                                                   
rushed on all of this i appreciate all                                          
of you                                                                          
who uh care for us and pray for us and                                          
encourage us and join us                                                        
on um ask the theologian                                                        
we'll be back tomorrow at 10 a.m that'll                                        
be a blessing                                                                   
i look forward to seeing you then god                                           
so                                                                              
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


